What is The Tolerance Project?
Eighty-six writers, artists and thinkers have donated their poetic
DNA to what could be the first collaborative MFA in Creative
Writing ever, The Tolerance Project.
Each piece of poetic DNA donated to The Tolerance Project is
assigned a barcode. Each poem written for the MFA employs traces
from the donated traces. The MFA poems are restricted to The
Tolerance Project Archive (www.thetoleranceprojectarchive.org)
of poetic DNA for their content. MFA poems and donor barcodes
are posted on The Tolerance Project blog (thetoleranceproject.
blogspot.com). Click on the barcodes at the bottom of each poem
to reveal donor identities and poetic DNA traces.
Based on cumulative feedback received within and without the
institution, the MFA poems posted on The Tolerance Project blog
will be scrupulously revised toward the creation of The Writing
Thesis.

A limit laid down
Intercommunity of various sentiments
Na persoun sould intromet thairwith
Satisfied the curiosity of the astonished black
And Naked shaking to shew his indulgence
Flourishing despite infection with the sleeping sick
Capacity of a tree to endure catholicity of spirit
Tamarack, Poplar, Bird Cherry, White and Black
Ash borne without producing gastric symptoms
To decorate with all the splendor of panegyric
Trees give way as water drops below standard fineness
Throwing a veil over the deformities of a product parameter
Imperfection with the instrumentality of Perfection
Under control, or to use a more Christian word, charity
How the metal cools and can be withdrawn
To what extent “dancing girls” forbears euphemism
No such thing as a literally harmless dose of radiation

The Policy on the Free Exchange of Ideas
There is something impure about the gullet or
Veined-through surface, a room without
Transitive verbs or furniture terrified of the monochrome
Façade that scrapes up, brushing close in repetitive
Windows, ledges and siblings
Wary of having my photo taken with him
Demonized as a dangerous liberal
More erasure followed here
She still makes the strong one weep
With No Respect to Electrostatic Interactions
The ex-drinker drinks, ex-smoker smokes
Purely placing value on certain Runs Scored
By the National Education Center for Conforming
This book you hold is stored behind glass in the Pompidou
By lowtech ways like freezing yourself or the laws
Of special relativity
Secrecy is a sometimes necessary tactic
In anticipation of power-sharing
What relic dusts the molecule’s crystallographic center
Which it would undermine by “liberalizing”
Well-plac’d Zeal
Zipping around near the speed of light
Your Cloth and Character comes in Paranthesis! [sic]
Can you believe marbled halls to kill readers where they stalk?
We rescued hominids from sad dressing
Between Supramolecules
To progress is a man, but this lesson is the landing witness
Decrease the amount of time you experience elapsing
You fail.
Where had those frames dived?

An aristoricy of brains
Civilization depends on the qualities of the people who bear it
HERE IS A BOARD WITH A LOT OF HOLES IN IT. DO
YOU SEE THEM? (pointing to the depressions) AND HERE
(pointing) ARE A LOT OF BLOCKS WHICH WILL FIT INTO
THESE HOLES. THERE ARE TWO BLOCKS FOR EACH
HOLE. I WANT TO SEE HOW FAST YOU CAN PUT ALL
THE RIGHT BLOCKS INTO THE RIGHT HOLES UNTIL
ALL THE HOLES ARE FILLED. YOU MAY USE ONE OR
BOTH HANDS. READY, GO! When the volume of culture
increases, greater and greater mental power is required to absorb
and recombine the cultural elements WITHOUT MAKING ANY
MORE MOVES THAN YOU HAVE TO, CHANGE THESE
BLOCKS AROUND SO YOU CAN FIND A PLACE FOR THE
EXTRA SQUARE (pointing to square). DON’T HAVE ANY
BLOCKS LEFT OVER. READY—GO AHEAD One cannot
expect rationality from a people whose average mental capacity is
no greater than a child of thirteen WHAT WE WANT TO DO IS
TO MAKE A SPACE OR HOLE FOR THIS SQUARE BLOCK
AND PUT THE BLOCK INTO IT IN SUCH A WAY THAT
ALL THE HOLES IN THE BOARDS WILL BE FILLED AND
NO BLOCK WILL BE LEFT OUT. IN ORDER TO DO THIS
WE MAY CHANGE THE OTHER BLOCKS ABOUT; ONLY
WE MUST NOT MAKE ANY MORE CHANGES THAN ARE
NECESSARY What is needed, then, is not so much education
as eugenics FIND ALL THE BLOCKS WHICH ARE THE
SAME COLOR AS THIS ONE. FIND ALL THE BLOCKS
WHICH ARE JUST THE SAME SHAPE AS THIS ONE
Hence the problem of education would be the determination of
those with superior endowment, their training and education, the
opening up of the upper strata to them to create an aristoricy [sic]
of brains NOW WHEN I SAY GO I WANT YOU TO TAKE
THE BLOCKS OUT OF HOLE NO. 1 AND PUT THEM
IN HOLE NO. 2 (pointing); THEN TAKE THEM OUT
OF NO. 2 AND PUT THEM INTO NO. 3, AND SO ON.
READY, GO! On this basis an hereditary aristocracy would be
set up and an A stock established to become the parants [sic] of
the next generation of the superior THIS PICTURE IS NOT
FINISHED, SOME PARTS HAVE BEEN LEFT OUT, AS YOU
SEE (pointing) Their names would be published periodically and
thus make known what families carried superior qualities in their
germ plasm YOU WILL FIND THE MISSING PARTS THERE

(pointing to open box). I WANT YOU TO FIND THE RIGHT
BLOCK FOR EACH HOLE AND PUT IT IN Think how in
years to come these annual publications would establish the good
strains OF COURSE, YOU CAN’T USE ALL THE BLOCKS,
BUT YOU MAY BE SURE THAT THE RIGHT BLOCK FOR
EACH HOLE IS IN THE BOX the desirable families with which
to become associated, how, in short YOU MAY USE ONE OR
BOTH HANDS, AND CHANGE THE BLOCKS AROUND
AS MUCH AS YOU WISH they would become the human
stud book WORK AS QUICKLY AS YOU CAN, AND LET
ME KNOW WHEN YOU HAVE FINISHED IT. DO YOU
UNDERSTAND? ALL RIGHT, GO AHEAD.

Love in the archive
My lumberjack shirt is speaking among the bubbles
took them out of the liberry
working nostalgia like a new glove
The hour itself is lace, nipple of the clock
if cup if
me swallow you crouched on their capital
all over again is
Diving the absurd mostly when it makes sense
of your early work to see rough
through the layers sick higher
real women, big dimensions
from the point-of-view of a refined vampire
And oh how you women who are sealed
this hand over and this pass on
your pain management system a Morse piano
the human is easy happenstance fault of being
flesh and heart and liver and lungs and sweat
How dangerous this which skirts
between so real it lights up the clover
twisted no name, no hat
amid the mystic fields of
I wander’d and beheld a grove
Impermanent force
that changes how a system
evolves with time and should
I not have had I might have
rusted in the forest
Yours are looking exceptionally
interesting tonight
the original paintjob
shows through
Might I check out
that little ridge there?

The poetics of nearness
The British and Canadien bourgeoisie split
a constellation of particulars
The base cut through
a series of short snips
The mad affect half removed
a semilunar incision
The organ transfixed
grossly, disproportionate
(what placid?
		
big big sparkly
most docile birds
The smell and the mark
sew a trachea on seam muster ossein
Skirl frond of thrush notes et cum jejunum
the aphorist deliquesces
(if you change the number
		
the barcode will loop
continuously while retaining
		
all its properties
When I hear the word culture, I reach for my
septum sunder sahib must gurgle without
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Rachel Zolf ’s poetic practice explores interrelated materialist
questions concerning memory, history, knowledge, subjectivity and
the conceptual limits of language and meaning. She is particularly
interested in how ethics founders on the shoals of the political.
Her fourth full-length book, Neighbour Procedure, was released
by Coach House Books in 2010. Previous collections include
Human Resources (Coach House), which won the 2008 Trillium
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Her absence, this wanderer (BuschekBooks). Zolf ’s work has been
translated into French, Spanish and Portuguese and has appeared
in anthologies such as Prismatic Publics: Innovative Canadian
Women’s Poetry and Poetics (Coach House) and a forthcoming
anthology of conceptual writing from Les Figues Press. She was
the founding poetry editor for The Walrus magazine and has
worked as a documentary film producer and communications
consultant. Zolf lives in Brooklyn and is presently engaged in a
collaborative MFA in Creative Writing cum Institutional Critique,
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